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Biblical Marriage the Casualty of
the Sexual Revolution
With Biblical marriage reeling under the attack by the virulent homo-activists,
we should have seen it coming. For fifty years, one court case after another has
jackhammered away at the foundations of the family.
In most of history, “recreational sex”
has replaced God’s plan for “one flesh”
bonding of husband and wife when God’s
laws are ignored.
Contraceptives
were
the
first
issue. In 1965, in a Connecticut case
(Griswold v. Connecticut) involving the
sale of contraceptives to married couples,
an ominous seed was planted. Here the
See Casualty ... page 12
It took a long time to get to this point,
but Bible believers cannot afford to
abandon God’s viewpoint.

New Churches Continue Springing
Up From Tract Saturation
Missionaries Kyle and Annie Sheridan
went to Patagonia, Chile about three
years ago to pioneer a church-planting
work there. Using thousands of tracts,
they “hit the streets” of the small town of
Coyhaique and soon had enough interest
to start a church. They now have about 40
in regular attendance and make frequent
trips to the nearby river to baptize new
converts after the Sunday services.
Besides regular discipleship and
leadership training, Kyle is volunteer
chaplain at a local school where he
was allowed to present the gospel at an
inauguration event. A Local TV station
televised the event and broadcast his
sermon. Kyle writes that: “During the
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“Am I therefore become your enemy, because I tell you the truth?” Galatians 4:16
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The Best Retirement ‘Investment’
Retirees Dale and Sue Detro found a
way to make their “golden years” truly
productive —for eternity. They lived at
the beginning of the surge of retirees
now being swelled by millions of “baby
boomers.”
Like those millions, Dale was looking
for a way to fruitfully “invest” his remaining years, rather than just “spend” them
in futile idleness. Fortunately, they were
attending a Bible-believing church and
caught a vision of furthering the gospel.
Burdened for their rural community in
Indiana, they devised a plan to seed it with
gospel tracts. At Walmart, they purchased
some small card display racks and filled
them with a few Chick tracts. They visited
some local service stations, mini-marts,
fast food outlets and other stores and persuaded the managers to let them place the
racks in a prominent place, preferably by
the cash registers.
With the “FREE —TAKE ONE” sign
on the racks, they soon were empty.
Starting with a half dozen racks, they
returned every week to refill them. Other
church members caught the vision and
soon about 50 racks were out. Purchasing the tracts put a strain on Dale and
Sue’s budget, so the church dedicated the
Wednesday night offering to the project.
After several years, they and their help-

ers have funneled over half a million
Chick tracts into a three-county area.
Eventually it got to the point where, if
you tried to hand a tract to someone in
the community, they would respond that
they already had one or would request a
different title because they had already
read that one.
The congregation so caught the vision,
that the members became more bold to
witness and began to fund tracts for the
foreign missionaries they supported. They
also began supplying Spanish language
tracts to a local Hispanic ministry.
Dale and Sue’s retirement project was
so successful in saturating a whole community with the gospel that Chick Publications picked up the story and published it
in a mini-book called Little is Much When
God Is In It, so others could see how to do
the same in their area. You can read a copy
on line at www.chick.com/littleismuch or
call (909) 987-0771 for a free copy to be
included with your next order.
Chick Publications also has found a
supplier for the small display rack and is
making them available for anyone who
wants to use their free time (retired or
not) to saturate their community with nononsense gospel literature. “Investing” in
the Kingdom is the best way to “spend”
the rest of your life, Detro decided.

‘United Religions’ Idea Floated
from Unlikely Source
Last September, in a third meeting with
Pope Francis, former Israeli President, Shimon Peres, suggested that a “U.N. of
religions” be established and that the pope
would be a good person to head it up. Peres
noted that past wars were motivated by
conquests for territory, but modern wars
are now being “sparked above all with the
excuse of religion.”
He suggested that the best way to “combat these terrorists who kill in the name of
faith” would be to have someone with “an
unquestionable moral authority that says in

a strong voice ‘No, God does not want this
and does not permit it.’”
Peres was interviewed by the Italian
Catholic magazine, Famiglia Cristiana
where he said that he believed that Pope
Francis should be that “strong voice”
because “he is perhaps the only leader who
is truly respected.”
How sad that this former leader of God’s
chosen people is so blinded by the Vatican’s
new posture of friendship and the unbiblical dream of world harmony without Jesus.
See U.N. of Religion... page 6
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A Generation is Growing
Up Without God
They understand that their parents have made a
of the world, but don’t know any alternative.
They quickly accept Chick tracts
because they don’t look

♥

mess

religious.

We don’t know which ones will
open their
to Jesus.
But we will never find out
unless we are committed
to sowing the seed of the
Gospel wherever we go.

We have a great chance to rescue a lost generation.

LET’S NOT MISS IT!
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Was Jesus a Divine Sinner?
By David W. Daniels
Eight percent of Americans surveyed,
who think Jesus was divine, also think
Jesus was a sinner, according to a survey
just released by the Barna Research Group.
Let me show you how this plays out, one
step at a time. Here are the survey numbers:
56% think Jesus was divine. So, 44% think
Jesus was not divine. 52% think Jesus
was a sinner. That’s 8% more than think
Jesus was not divine. So that means 8% of
Americans, who think Jesus was divine,
also think He was a sinner.
Could this confusion be the result of the
Bibles they are reading? Numerous modern Bibles, when taken seriously, have a
Catholic-based, Alexandrian text that says
Jesus was a sinner in two ways: He lied
to His own brothers (the word “yet” was
removed), and He was angry (“without a
cause” was removed).
Exhibit A:
The English Standard Bible (ESV)
states: “You go up to the feast. I am not
going up to this feast, for my time has not
yet fully come.” (John 7:8) “But after his
brothers had gone up to the feast, then he
also went up, not publicly but in private.”
(John 7:10)
This basically sets Jesus up as lying to
His brothers. But the King James Bible gets
it right: “I go not up yet unto this feast...”
Exhibit B:
The New International Version (NIV)
has Jesus saying in Matthew 5:22: “But I
tell you that anyone
who is angry with a
brother or sister will
be subject to judgment.” Then in Chapter 21:12: “Jesus
entered the temple
courts and drove out
all who were buying
and selling there. He
overturned the tables
#122 - $12.95
of the money chang224 pages
paperback
ers and the benches of

those selling doves.”
This story is duplicated in Mark 11:15-16.
Jesus did this twice,
since John records a
first temple cleansing
early in Christ’s ministry in John 2:14-17.
In one verse nearly
#1271 - $12.95
all the Bibles clearly
255 pages
paperback
say that Jesus was
angry. Check out Mark
3:5: “And when he had looked round about
on them with anger, being grieved for the
hardness of their hearts, he saith unto the
man, Stretch forth thine hand….” This
again would make Jesus violate His own
statement against anger, if modern versions
were right.
These contradictions show how we can’t
trust modern versions. We know that all
anger cannot be wrong. So what is the
truth? The King James gets it right: “But
I say unto you, That whosoever is angry
with his brother without a cause shall be in
danger of the judgment:” (Matthew 5:22).
Anger is given to us to use if we have the
right cause.
The modern versions have a sinful Jesus.
If you are trying to win someone to the sinless Christ, are you going to have him read
a “sinful-Christ Bible,” or a “sinless-Christ
Bible”? And for those who think of Jesus
as divine: how long before those people
reading a “sinful-Christ Bible” start doubting that Jesus was sinless, like the 8% who
admitted it in this latest survey?
I don’t want to play games with the
souls of men. I am responsible for how I
represent Christ:
“Whosoever therefore shall confess me
before men, him will I confess also before
my Father which is in heaven. But whosoever shall deny me before men, him will
I also deny before my Father which is in
heaven” (Matthew 10:32-33).
I’m sticking with the Authorized King
James Version —over 400 years tried,
tested and proved. I hope you will, too.
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Is America on a collision course
with GOD?

Through a step-by-step
analysis of political events,
author John P. McTernan
proves that God still brings
swift judgment on those
who betray Israel. In every
case where America has
failed Israel, it has faced
dramatic consequences
within 24 hours. (Author
gives many examples.)

Read free excerpts:
chick.com/Israel
Paperback
Item #1289

320 pages
$14.99

• Roosevelt’s fatal
mistake
• Pres. Bush’s
house damaged
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KJV a Major Obstacle to the New
World Order
By David W. Daniels

every jot and tittle
of it, because most
people are convinced
that God dictated the
Bible to King James
in English.” (Emphasis
mine.)
Never mind that he
lied about King James #220 - $12.95
288 pages
Bible-believers. Catch
paperback
what he said?
Who is “we”? Hall is an occultist! Who
was he involved with? And what did “they”
do to the Bible, from the 1840s-1940s? The
only “Bible” supposedly found in the 1840s

A Google search for “New World Order”
turns up thousands of references. People
love to talk about the New World Order,
(NWO). What do they mean?
In the simplest form, it is two things:
1. A world without God.
2. A world without reminders of God.
Prominent occultist Manly Palmer Hall
was deeply into the New World Order. He
wrote about the NWO —and showed what
the King James Bible has to do with it.
Hall wrote about many religions.
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a
33rd Degree Mason, loved Hall’s occultic,
See Obstacle... page 7
NWO teachings. Forty-seven years after
Hall wrote about Masonry, he was given an
honorary 33rd degree. The man had major
connections and lots of money.
From page 2
During World War II, over a year
before the USA bombed Japan, Manly P. Yet, they do see that the only solution to
Hall considered how to make one world present world chaos is world government,
but overlook the fact that it will not work
government:
“In the next ten years we will have to until Jesus, Himself, is the “strong voice”
rebuild a world civilization. I hope for who will be able to command necessary
some psychologists and even philosophers “respect” when He returns to rule the world
to be among those appointed to administer from Jerusalem.
Several Chick tracts are designed to
this problem.… We will sit at a council
table and figure how to iron out the trou- show that only when Jesus returns will
bles on the earth. …no postwar program true peace on earth be established. Until
can be successful unless at least three and then, the god of this world, Satan, will conprobably five generations of social condi- tinue deceiving world leaders with the pipe
dream of global harmony.
tioning goes with it.”
Tracts like The Beast, Global Warming,
Hall foresaw five generations of conditioning, starting in first grade, needed The Only Hope, Things to Come, Let’s Fly
to “create a world capable of mental and Away and Where Did They Go, Crusader
Comics Chaos and The Alberto Series,
emotional tolerance.”
Now look what Hall claimed is “errone- and paperbacks on evolution and Roman
Catholicism all help to warn about Satan’s
ous” thinking.
“To make things right we will have to end-time lies he has used to persuade the
undo much that is cherished error. The world that they can have heaven on earth
problem of revising the Bible shows how without Jesus in charge of it.
Saturation of your community with the
difficult it is to do this. For the last hundred
years we have been trying to get out tracts will identify those who want to
an edition of the Bible that is reason- know more and then the comics and paperably correct; but nobody wants it. What’s backs can be used to educate them in
wanted is the good old King James version, Biblical truth.

U.N. of Religion...
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Science Discovers Faith, But in
What?
Researchers trying to determine what
is going wrong with the culture and the
economy have come up with a novel
finding: social trust is one of the essential
factors in a thriving and prosperous nation.
Two or three centuries ago, when
western man decided to trust science and
reason more than God's word, he chose a
tortured path. God said that if we chose to
ignore His truth, He would send "strong
delusion" to take its place. (See 2 Thess.
2:11.) The theory of evolution was an early
basic delusion. The struggle to find some
truth in this lie has occupied generations
of "scientists" who refuse to acknowledge
a Creator.
And the public’s trust in “science” is
increasingly frayed. An elaborate "scientific
method" has been constructed to bolster
trust. This "method" involves "prestigious
journals" where research "results" are
published only after "peer review" by other
"scientists" to validate the findings. But any
structure built on lies of sand, must soon
begin cracking apart.
One of the most "prestigious" of the

journals is the Lancet published in Great
Britain. It recently carried an article about
a symposium convened to discuss the idea
that something has "gone fundamentally
wrong" with modern scientific research.
Speakers at the meeting emphasized that,
because of fraudulent intentions or sloppy
methods of the researchers, science had
"taken a turn towards darkness."
For example, one recent opinion survey
on public attitudes toward homosexuality
was much praised until someone attempted
to duplicate the findings and discovered
that the report was concocted with no
data to back it up. Another broad attempt
to replicate 100 of "psychology's biggest
experiments" came up with only 39 percent
success.
Man-made climate change is currently
being used to change major government
policies threatening the very economy.
But hundreds of scientists are saying that
the data is far from proving the theory. But
because of recent variations in weather

Obstacle...

from the solid anchor of the King James,
so you’d “flow with” his New World Order.
In his Students Monthly Letter, Fourth
Year, No. 12, Hall elaborated:
“Examine several editions of the
Christian Bible…. the polyglots, and get
a parallel Greek-English text.… We will
discover numerous errors and alternative renderings…. Read the Vulgate, the
Septuagint…. You will see the uselessness
of picking phrases to pieces and trying to
think in terms of ‘jots and tittles.’”
It doesn’t matter what they “free” you
to. All that matters to them is what they get
you from: The King James Bible, God’s
holy and preserved words in English.
Either trust God’s holy words, or “free
yourself” —to be a slave to the New World
Order. For more information, see the short
video “Why the NWO Hates the KJV” at
www.chick.com/bible.

From page 6
was Codex Sinaiticus. Why is an occultist, who disbelieves the Bible, concerned
with “fixing” it? If he got rid of the King
James Bible, what would go in its place?
“Psychology can be the basic science of
human tolerance…”
Psychology from grade one and teaching
“tolerance” sounds like today!
Hall is right. For a new world order,
you’d need people conditioned from childhood, like the Nazis conditioned German
kids. (He actually wrote that, too.) And for
“tolerance,” you need people who will “go
with the flow.”
But Christians are like big, bright buoys
in the water, who, Hall would say, were
anchored to the “jot and tittle” of the King
James Bible. So Hall hoped to “free” you

See Science... page 14
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Tract Saturation…
From page 1
week of Easter, the school sent all of their Americans, and while they do have their
students (200+) to our building to hear own language dialect, they mostly speak
the salvation message in a church service Spanish. “Consequently, the literature
setting. Some of the kids
that we had available was the
began coming to Sunday
complete Bible, plus John
ONE
school after that visit and
and Romans in Spanish that
WAY!
haven’t stopped coming.
churches in the states supply
Several teachers are now
us with. While the content of
regularly attending."
this literature is excellent, it
Many similar reports come to Chick is way over the heads of most of these
Publications of tract saturation efforts on people. These precious folks have very
the mission fields that lead to new
low reading skills to
churches. As soon as leadership is
say the least.
¡UN
trained, the strategy is repeated in
“When Chick tracts
CAMINO!
adjacent communities.
became available, it
Missionary Bob Criss writes
revolutionized our
from the Philippines: “A few
evangelism tactics.
months back you sent me 10,000 each The little Chick Tract, Un Camino!
of two tracts. Am very happy to report (One Way!) completely changed our
to you that they have all been passed evangelistic approach, and the results
out to sinners!
have been nothing less than phenomenal.
“When the tracting commenced we Un Camino! (One Way!), coupled with
were more than 25 preachers and 6 or 8 the tract Esta Fue Tu Vida! (This Was
women from all parts of the Philippines. Your Life!), are the most powerful
We all converged on Tacloban City and witnessing tools that I have ever used in
tracked the place for two consecutive my 40 years as a missionary.
days! One eve, we were
“We planted the church
about 20 working both
here after Chick tracts became
THIS WAS
sides of one of the main
available, and the growth of
YOUR LIFE!
streets in the downtown
the congregation is outpacing
area, we set up right in
our ability to accommodate the
front of Divine Word
surge. There is no doubt in my
University (Roman Catholic). We passed mind it is due to the Chick tracts that we
out more than 7000 tracts in about use here. The Chick tract combination that
2 hours!”
I just mentioned, projects
Another missionary (who
the simplicity of the
¡ESTA FUE
prefers anonymity because
Gospel like the Apostle
TU VIDA!
of local Roman Catholic
Paul admonished us to
hostility)
writes
from
preach it, and the results
Mexico: “I can’t begin to tell
are fantastic.
you how fruitful the last batch
We are getting ready
of Chick tracts was here in this rural to open up another mission church down
area of Old Mexico. My mission team on the water front in a local seaport, and
and myself have planted 4 churches in Chick tracts are going to be our main
very remote areas of Mexico in the last evangelism tool.” See page 11 if you wish
4 years. The people are mostly Native to help with the Chick Missions Fund.
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All religions promise
something better in the
hereafter. And they all
prescribe rituals and works
you have to DO to get it.
The problem is that they
never tell you when you've
DONE enough. But the truth
is, Jesus DID it ALL.
Give this book to unsaved
friends. The author, Jack
McElroy, has a writing style
that makes this hard to put
down.
Item #215
165 pages ... $6.99

Save! - 5 for $27.95

- Item #1434

Here is what people say about this book:
By James from Chino Hills, CA

By Gina from New York

This wonderful little book deals
with the subject that all of us
consider every day, that is, what
happens to us when we die. It
explores what the various world
religions teach about the afterlife
and then focuses and contrasts
those teachings on what the Bible
teaches about death and what
we as born again Christians can
expect. For believers, this is a very
reassuring book. I keep it handy
as a reference. The author hit a
"home run" with this book!

This book reinforces why I believe
in Jesus. The book is insightful
and extremely encouraging. It's
definitely a resource to read over
and over again.

By Bill from Rembert, SC
This book is not only an excellent
book to read, it would also make
a powerful witnessing tool; ever
since I got it I can't stop reading it.
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Advice of 47 Years
As America becomes more hostile to
the gospel, some bold soul winners are
looking for ways to push back. One freedom that we still have is public preaching
and tract passing, if it is done in a public area. One veteran of street ministry
is Dr. Gerald Sutek, who regularly uses
Chick tracts in training students here and
on the mission field.
By Dr. Gerald Sutek Th.D., Ph.D.
Would you take advice on money from
a banker who had forty-seven years of
banking experience with a very successful bank? Would you take medical advice
from a doctor with forty-seven years of
practical experience, whose patients all
testified of his wisdom? We all would,
of course.
I would ask you to lend me your eyes
just for the length of time it takes to read
this short essay that, if heeded, is guaranteed to help your ministry.
I believe I have heard every excuse used
by ministers of the gospel to explain why
they do not engage in "publick" ministry.
Believe me, I understand all of these internal struggles, and I would like to offer
my personal, eye-witness experience over
the last forty-seven years. I am more convinced of this hidden truth: I preach on the
street because of what it does for ME!
The ministry I am very blessed to have
at the present time involves training young
men and women in all aspects of the ministry. For the past three years I have been
privileged to observe the effects that consistent, long-term publick ministry has
upon a young man or woman.
To assist them in their first attempt, and
then observe them the second, tenth, or
fortieth time, and then to notice a subtle
but constant maturity in their general approach to all aspects of ministry: this has
been a strong affirmation of the principle that publick ministry was meant to
strengthen the minister ALWAYS. Yes,

the gospel is preached, and we trust Isa.
55:11 for those invisible results. Yes, sin
is stifled, and we depend upon the many
Biblical stories which verify this.
But, whatever results may appear or go
unnoticed, the great value of engaging in
publick ministry is discovered within the
preacher and is incomparable to any other
facet of ministry.
I have young men who nearly wet
their pants at their first publick declaration of, “The Bible says…” yet now are
quite skilled in ministering to policemen
at their stations, old folks in their homes,
students and teachers in their classrooms,
sick folk in their wards, and congregants
in their pews.
It is a thrill to watch a baby Christian
mature in the Lord’s ministry with such
extraordinary speed. I only have these
students in my institute for two years,
yet I would unhesitatingly compare them
in ministry experience to any group of
four-year Bible college graduates, in any
school in the USA. The American graduates may perform more professionally,
but a professional presentation does not
necessarily minister.
I believe we are going to need, in the
last minutes and seconds of this church
age, mature Christian ministers with
courage. You don’t get courage through
Christian education, Bible reading, church
attendance, fellowship, missions trips,
Bible conferences, revivals, choir practice, Bible drill contests, summer camp,
or even prayer.
Courage is the reward for obedience,
and Jesus told us to preach to every creature. Every creature doesn’t attend church
—but every creature eventually walks
the streets.
Consider this a challenge from a generation past to a generation current: possibly
the last generation. Prov. 1:5: "A wise man
will hear, and will increase learning; and
a man of understanding shall attain unto
wise counsels."
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Many Christians want to provide
Chick tracts to missionaries.

We can help!
We maintain an account called:

The Chick Mission Fund
Although we are not legally structured to give tax-deductible receipts, we definitely
know how to get literature into missionaries’ hands. If you would like to help extend
the hands of a missionary with Chick tracts please send your donation to:
Chick Missions Fund, c/o Chick Publications, PO Box 3500, Ontario, CA 91761
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100% of the funds you send to the Chick Mission Fund
are used to ship literature to missionaries.
We receive requests frequently from missionaries who need your help.
Just during recent months, shipments have been provided for:

Israel

Bulgaria

Zimbabwe
Thailand
Nigeria
Germany
Paraguay

Hong Kong

Ecuador
China

Philippines

Zambia

Sri Lanka

Greece

Malawi
Honduras
Costa Rica

Ukraine

Kenya
Argentina

Colombia

South Africa

Guatemala

Will you help?

Poland

India

France
Brazil
Netherlands
Taiwan
Mexico
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Casualty...
From page 1
court “discovered” a right to privacy in
the Bill of Rights for individuals instead
of just in the sanctity of marriage.
By this time, godless Humanism
had grown strong roots in our schools
and legislatures. If man was truly the
spearhead of evolution’s progress, then
whatever man wanted to do must be
good, and whatever he did in private was
nobody’s business.
No unwanted blob of tissue growing in
a womb could be allowed to hinder the
enjoyment of those involved. So, in 1973,
the court gave the owner of that womb
permission to medically eliminate that
inconvenience (Roe v. Wade).
More arrows in the heart of marriage
followed rapidly. A Missouri case cut
fathers out of the picture by voiding a law
requiring spousal and parental consent
to an abortion (Planned Parenthood of
Central Missouri v. Danforth).
Parents of children were next. A New
York law barring sale of contraceptives
to 15-year-olds and younger was
voided (Carey v. Population Services

International). Parents no longer had the
right to know if their child was planning
premarital sex. In 1979, a Massachusetts
law requiring parental consent for a
minor’s abortion was struck down in
Bellotti v. Baird.
Along the way, Texas’s anti-sodomy
law was considered a violation of man’s
“right to privacy” and was struck down in
2003 in Lawrence v. Texas.
With the foundations of marriage thus
weakened, marriage itself came under
fire. In 1993, Hawaii’s Supreme Court
decided that the state’s marriage law
violated the equal protection provision of
the state constitution by not considering
“sexual orientation.”
This direct attack on man-woman
marriage alerted many, and in 1996, the
federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA)
passed congress by a wide margin and
many state legislatures passed similar bills.
However, homo-activists, having
succeeded in changing the discussion
from “sexual preference” to “sexual
orientation,” began attacking marriage
in earnest.
If the evolving human animal now
included a newly discovered sexual
See Casualty... page 14

42c

CHICK MAIL
BAG
I am a 62-year-old small
mall
businessman in W. Virginiaa
and have used and read
your tracts since 1974. I
was in college and was
a new Christian and
someone left four Chick
tracts in my room. All
these years and I have
wanted to “Thank you” for
standing fast presenting the
gospel.
J.A., WV

“...the number of people willing to help
spread the tracts is growing even in the
big Santo Domingo City area. We have
pastors lined up for whenever we
need them [to pass out tracts];
tthey love Chick tracts. They
literally beg me to give
them as many as I can
because they know that
everyone likes to read
them.
O. S., NY

Join the conversation...
find “Chick Publications”
on Facebook
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3-Book Bundle
Get all 3 of Mark Cahill's
books for the price of 2.
YOU SAVE $9.99!
"After reading this book, I was renewed with
an urgency for reaching souls, and could
hardly put it down." Little Fisher of Men, FL

"I have been looking for a book to share
with my family and friends who are
unbelievers and finally have found it!"
Marker77, CA

"This book was an exciting read. Mark
Cahil offers various ways to interact with
the public to spread the gospel."
Lisa, OH

Ask for Item #1437 to get
your "BUNDLE" discount!
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Science...

Casualty...

From page 7

From page 12

patterns, "science" is shouting that we
must all switch to electric cars charged by
wind turbines.
As students of biblical prophecy we
need to point to another possibility:
God promised to mess with the weather
whenever a nation thumbed their noses at
His truth. (See Deuteromony 11.) Satan
knows this and is ready
with another lie
to cover the first:
SOMEBOD
Y
ANGRY?
man is responsible
for the weather
changes and so
this is a good excuse to shut down the
prosperity that is part of the blessing when
we obey God.
It is amazing how close some can get to
the truth and yet be so far away. Science is
thrilled with this new discovery that "trust"
is essential to a prosperous, happy people,
yet deny the existence of the God who has
been saying that all along. It is true that
trust (faith) in other people is necessary for
happy and prosperous people, but that can
only come as a result of faith (trust) in a
loving Creator.
As usual, science can only discover what
is wrong: lack of trust, but how will science
“fix” the problem? Government edict
cannot command trust to grow any more
than you or I can order a carrot to grow in
our garden. Driving God out of the culture
is like refusing to water the carrots.
Chick Publications has several tracts,
comics and books that expose these lies
generated by "science falsely so called."
(See 1 Tim. 6:20.) The
only way to expose
the lies is saturation
with the truth. God has
given that Truth in His
word. We must water
it with our witnessing
and then He will
“give the increase.”
Then trust can, again,
#1250 - $6.95
96 pgs, paperback flourish in the land.

“orientation,” then it was “discrimination”
to forbid any of the expressions of
that sexuality. Anyone confused over
his sexuality could claim victimhood
when forbidden to explore new sexual
experiments.
Federal and state governments rushed
to add legal protection for these “victims,”
adding “sexual orientation” to the long list
of protected categories along with race,
age, and disabilities discrimination.
In 2013 the U.S. Supreme Court gutted
the DOMA (Windsor v. United States)
after the president and the Justice Dept.
refused to enforce it.
The battle then moved to the States
where bills were passed by popular vote
to protect marriage. Powerful homoactivists, many made rich by blossoming
tech companies, poured millions into a
blistering campaign against these votes.
Across the country, homosexual judges or
those sympathetic to the cause invalidated
the laws put in place by the people, using
anti-discrimination and personal privacy
arguments.
Now, the drive is to eliminate any
tattered remnant of normal marriage and
put the bull’s eye squarely on the back of
those who follow a biblical God.
Since marriage is the central issue,
anyone who refuses to bake a wedding
cake or design flowers for a same-sex
wedding must be made an example of.
And the complaints are lodged and fines
imposed and everyone wonders what
happened.
But this locomotive has been coming
out of the dark tunnel for a long time.
Only courageous soul winners can stop
it. In past revivals no-nonsense gospel
literature has played a vital role. We need
to plant God’s truth about marriage far and
wide. The new Chick tract, And It Was
Good, can help.
Let’s use it to
AND IT
saturate
our
WAS GOOD!
communities
with the Truth.
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J ACK C HICK ...

Dear Ones in Christ:
We must always remember that
Let’s take a peek behind the scenes.
). After the mess in the Garden of
the Devil is the father of lies (Jn 8:44
of this world (2 Cor. 4:4). Satan
Eden, the Devil walked out as the god
t tribulation comes, that leash is
is on a short leash but when the grea
God we won’t go into the coming
removed for 7 terrible years. Thank
nightmare.
system, like the news, media,
Now if Satan controls the world
re being fed nothing but lies. The
politics, wars and religions, then we’
of God.
only things we can trust are the words
zed Bible of 1611, Rome has
hori
Aut
The
of
Ever since the printing
g for 400 years to destroy it.
cursed its existence. They’ve been tryin
are up to our necks in all the new
They finally pulled it off! Behold, we
t was once beloved, pure words
Bibles, all approved by the Vatican. Wha
circles.
of God are now detested in “Christian”
ks to Satan’s public relations
than
on,
Everyone’s on the band wag
smeared and rejected. Do I have
gang. The King James Bible has been
neered all of this? Well, I am a
anything against the Vatican who engi
, the Father (Holy Father), also
little bothered when the Pope sits as God
his followers, and he speaks as
as God, the Son, (Vicar of Christ) to
h, I do have a few things against
God (The Holy Ghost) ex-cathedra. Yea
umptuous!
Rome’s antichrist. He is slightly pres
, we trust that preserved Holy
ions
licat
Pub
k
Please note that, at Chic
inue to quote from it long after
Book in spite of the Devil, and will cont
anybody.
old Jack Chick is gone —no offense,
Your brother in Christ,
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WHY ARE MISSIONARIES
BECOMING SO EFFECTIVE?

TRACTS!!

NOT AGAIN! TRACTS HAVE
STARTED REVIVALS!
"Light of the World."
The gospel on DVD.
$14.95 in Amaray case
Item #4030

"Do not pass this dvd up on your family
movie night."
"If you want a video that you
can show to the unsaved and
they will easily be able to
Ten for $32.75 in
n
understand where sin came
mini-jackets..
from and why they need to be
Item #4033
3
saved, look no further."
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If you order 10,000 copies of one Chick tract
title, we will print your message on the back
cover for FREE. Enjoy the professional
look of customized Chick tracts, and get
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how your back cover will look. Once you
approve it, you will receive your tracts in
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